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Abstract
The physiological/pathophysiological effects of caffeine on the human cardiovascular system have not been investigated by physiologists and are poorly
understood. In a world where caffeinated beverages are evidently the adult’s
drug of choice (coffee, energy drinks, soda, tea) investigating their effects on
the physiology of the cardiovascular system is of considerable importance. In
this experiment, we investigated caffeine, taken orally as a tablet, on reactive
hyperemia, a form of local control of blood flow. Young adults between the
ages of 18 and 21 years were the experimental subjects. They were instrumented to monitor systemic arterial blood pressure, peripheral blood flow,
calculated peripheral vascular resistance, heart rate and an electrocardiogram
during a reactive hyperemia maneuver in the absence and presence of caffeine. Caffeine-mediated peripheral vasoconstriction was observed as early as
15 minutes after its consumption. Forty-five minutes later (60 min after consumption of caffeine) peripheral vasoconstriction was so prominent that
reactive hyperemia was abolished. This was reflected, in part, as a marked and
significant reduction in post-ischemia reactive hyperemia that accompanied a
2.5-fold increase in peripheral vascular resistance (P < 0.05). Heart rate was
unaffected by caffeine under our experimental conditions. We conclude that
caffeine has the ability to inhibit important cardiovascular properties, including reactive hyperemia. If the effects that were seen in a digit are indicative of what caffeine might do in the heart and/or brain, then one has to question the wisdom of regularly consuming caffeine. More experimental physiological and pharmacological investigation is needed.
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1. Introduction
Caffeine is widely used for medical and non-medical purposes. It seems to have
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some clinical benefits such as respiratory stimulation in premature infants suffering from sleep apnea [1] [2]. However, it is most commonly consumed in beverages and as over-the-counter capsules, pills and tablets because consumers
believe it boosts their energy, enhances motivation, improves gym performance,
and/or reduces disease [3]-[8]. Thus, abuse of bodies and minds by caffeine has
become a pastime for many consumers even though there are unanswered questions about its aphysiological effects on the body, especially the brain and cardiovascular system. For example, since caffeine and other methylxanthines are
adenosine receptor inhibitors, adenosine-mediated circulatory regulation in the
brain, heart and elsewhere can be dangerously impaired by caffeine [9] [10] [11]
[12].
Before the vascular effects of nitric oxide (NO) were discovered [endothelial-derived relaxing factor, EDRF, Furchgott et al. [13] [14], adenosine’s ubiquitous role in regulating blood flow to the coronary and other vascular beds
[15]-[28] was firmly established (see 15, 19, 28 for Reviews). With the intense
interest in NO of the past few decades, most investigators either didn’t know this
about adenosine or have chosen to ignore it. This does not negate the relevant
physiological role adenosine still plays in controlling blood flow under physiological and pathophysiological conditions [15]-[28].
Subsequent to the period of time, circa 1963-1983 (initiation of the investigation of adenosine’s physiological roles in the cardiovascular system), exploitation
of the public by purveyors of caffeinated products has increased near-exponentially.
For example, caffeine is now found in: candy, chewing gum, energy drinks, frozen yogurt, ice cream, sodas, etc. As businesses profit from broad-spread public
ignorance it becomes incumbent on physiologists, pharmacologists and similarly-qualified scientists to reveal the pharmacological, pathophysiological and toxicological effects of caffeine and caffeinated products on the human body. It is in
the public interest for us to intensify this investigation and to report our results.
This study, coupled with our earlier reports [29] [30], represent only one effort
towards that end.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental Subjects
Experimental subjects were volunteer college-age young adults (male and female) from several cultural/ethnic backgrounds, during Spring Semester, 2019.
They were either regular (daily) or irregular (weekly or less frequent) users of
caffeinated beverages. All subjects arrived at the laboratory having avoided caffeinated beverages for at least 24 - 48 hours.

2.2. Instrumentation
After subjects arrived at the laboratory they were instrumented then rested
comfortably on a hospital examination bed in the supine position for 15 minutes. Instrumentation included wrapping a sphygmomanometer blood pressure
DOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2019.97039
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cuff, with a built in pressure sensor, around the right ankle. The cuff and pressure sensor were connected to a wall-mounted mercury manometer (Baumanometer, model CE1562). A cardiomicrophone (model MLT201, AD Instruments,
Colorado Springs, CO) was placed over a pedal artery on the dorsal surface of
the foot and secured in place with Transpore, hypoallergenic surgical tape (3 M
Health Care, St. Paul, MN) and Tegaderm Film (3 M Health Care, Neuss, Germany). A pulse plethysmograph (model TN1012/ST, AD Instruments) was attached to the right large or index toe (whichever presented the cleanest signal)
and snuggly secured with a Velcro strap. Heart rate was determined from a
standard limb lead electrocardiogram (LLI, ECG), and room temperature was
maintained at 22˚C - 24˚C.

2.3. Data Acquisition System
All four transducers were attached to a Power Lab data acquisition system (model
8/35, AD Instruments) coupled to a desktop computer (HP Compaq LA2006x)
running Lab Chart software (v. 8.1.13). All waveforms could be periodically or
continuously displayed on a computer monitor for investigator observation.
Experimental protocol—Following instrumentation a timer was set, lights
were dimmed, and a 15-minute period was allowed for monitored variables to
achieve physiological steady state conditions. After 15 minutes steady state,
baseline data were collected including: recordings of heart rate (HR, cycles per
minute, cpm), ECG (mV), systemic mean arterial blood pressure (Pa, mmHg),
and volume in the instrumented toe (µl per pulse). Multiplying pulsatile changes
of volume by heart rate yielded an estimate of blood flow (µl/min). Vascular resistance to blood flow in the instrumented digit could then be estimated by dividing mean arterial blood pressure by blood flow (mmHg/µl/min). Subsequently, the pressure cuff was inflated to 200 mmHg for 30 seconds then rapidly
deflated. During inflation blood flow to the instrumented toe was occluded (transient ischemia). Upon deflation blood flow was restored (reactive hyperemia,
reperfusion). Data collected during this pre-caffeine period were designated “baseline”.
After baseline data were collected each subject consumed 200 mg of caffeine
(one tablet NODOZ Alertness Aid, GSK Consumer Healthcare, Warren, NJ).
The timer was reset for 60 minutes, and the subjects were asked to rest quietly
with as little movement as possible. Hemodynamic variables were monitored by
the data acquisition/computer system continuously. However, at 15-minute intervals we estimated blood pressure by inflating/deflating the pressure cuff (20 30 sec). Restoring blood flow to the toe (post-occlusion of the compressed pedal
artery) and monitoring pulsatile arterial sounds (cardiomicrophone) could be
used to estimate pulsatile and mean arterial blood pressures at these 15-minute
timed intervals. At 60 minutes post-caffeine the ischemia/reperfusion (reactive
hyperemia) maneuver was again completed. Data collected during this period
were considered “experimental” and were later compared, statistically, with the
pre-caffeine data.
DOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2019.97039
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2.4. Statistics
The experiment was designed a priori and is a follow up to related experiments
conducted in our laboratory [13] [14]. Initial variability was identified using
Analysis of Variance for Repeated Measures (one-way ANOVA). Means were
compared using Students t-test. All data are presented as means plus or minus
one standard error of the mean (s.e.m.). Statistically significant differences were
established at P < 0.05.

3. Results
Figure 1 illustrates an example of an entire experiment compressed horizontally.
Routinely, 60 minutes after an oral dose of 200 mg caffeine, all subjects experienced a marked and statistically significant reduction in digit blood flow. This
was accompanied by the inability of that digit to regulate its blood supply during a
brief period of ischemia and reperfusion (i.e. reactive hyperemia was abolished).
By examining Figure 1, the reader can see that in the absence of caffeine, blood
flow increased about 50% - 60% above its baseline value following release of a
30-sec period of occlusion of flow through a pedal artery. In the presence of
caffeine, post-ischemia, reactive hyperemia did not occur.

Figure 1. Sample tracing of reactive hyperemia before and 60 minutes after oral consumption of 200 mg caffeine. Note the significant decrease in ability of the peripheral
vasculature to regulate its blood supply in the presence of caffeine.
DOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2019.97039
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In the absence of caffeine, blood flow to the toe increased from a baseline value of 2579 ± 487 µl/min to a peak hyperemic flow of 3892 ± 647 µl/min (P <
0.05). Corresponding values in the presence of caffeine were 1279 ± 332 µl/min
and 1343 ± 295 µl/min (statistically insignificant, see Figure 2). Reactive hyperemia can be quantified in many ways. Another expression of reactive hyperemia is
the duration of the flow response following release of an occlusion; also the time
it takes for the maximum flow to be achieved (studied here). In our experiment,
and in the absence of caffeine, the time required for flow to reach a maximum
value was 114 ± 15 seconds. Corresponding numbers 60 minutes after 200 mg of
caffeine were 50 ± 11 seconds (P < 0.05) (Figure 3).
Resistance to blood flow was 0.05 ± 0.01 mmHg/µl/min before caffeine administration. Sixty minutes after caffeine, resistance to blood flow was elevated
markedly and significantly to 0.12 ± 0.03 mmHg/µl/min (P < 0.05). This nearly
2.5-fold increase in caffeine-mediated vasoconstriction explains the inability of
the vasculature to regulate its blood supply during and after a brief period of
ischemia (Figure 4).
Systemic arterial blood pressure, whether expressed as systolic, diastolic or
mean pressure was significantly elevated by caffeine (Figure 5). The increase
in pressure, accompanied by an increase in resistance to flow and corresponding decrease in flow, were seen as early as 15 - 30 minutes in many subjects; it
was evident in all subjects after 30 minutes and reached its zenith at 60 minutes.
Heart rate did not change significantly in the presence of 200 mg caffeine. This
was true regardless of the time interval between 1 - 60 minutes post-consumption of
caffeine. We did not scrutinize the ECG for significant ectopy. However, we have

Figure 2. Change in blood to the toe during reactive hyperemia before and 60 minutes
after oral consumption of 200 mg caffeine.
DOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2019.97039
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Figure 3. Duration of reactive hyperemia before and 60 minutes after oral consumption
of 200 mg caffeine.

Figure 4. Significantly increased peripheral vascular resistance (toe) 60 minutes after oral
consumption of 200 mg caffeine.

frequently seen wandering baselines (i.e. an unstable isoelectric line) and high
amplitude T waves within 15 - 30 minutes of caffeine consumption. This is true
whether the drug is taken as an oral tablet/capsule or in favorite hot drinks (e.g.
coffee). These aphysiological, electrical effects have been occasionally accompanied by ventricular premature beats (VPB), ventricular salvos (VS) and deviated
ST-segments.
DOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2019.97039
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Figure 5. Significant increase in systolic, diastolic and mean systemic arterial blood pressure 60 minutes following oral consumption of 200 mg caffeine.

4. Discussion
According to the Nutrient Data Laboratory, National Nutrient Database (USDA,
Human Nutrition Research Center, 10,300 Baltimore Ave., Beltsville, MD) one
8-ounce cup of coffee (~240 milliliters) contains about 100 milligrams of caffeine. Of some fifty three sports drinks and dietary supplements products analyzed
by the USDA in 2004-05, twenty seven products provided the caffeine equivalent
of about one to two cups of coffee (~100 - 200 mg, per manufacturers labels), eleven products had caffeine equivalents ranging from two to four cups of coffee
(~200 - 400 mg), another eleven had equivalents ranging from four to six cups of
coffee (~400 - 600 mg), and four products provided an amount of caffeine ranging from seven to eight cups of coffee (~700 - 800 mg).
In our previous experiments we have found that 200 - 400 mg of caffeine disturbs the isoelectric line in standard limb lead ECGs and causes statistically significant elevations in peripheral vascular resistance that are accompanied by
marked and significant reductions in blood flow and increments in systemic arterial blood pressure. These same doses of caffeine also significantly block peripheral vascular pressure-flow autoregulation [13] [14]. As yet we have not examined the detailed effects of caffeine on the intervals, segments and waves of
standard limb lead ECGs.

4.1. Caffeine and Reactive Hyperemia
For many years scientists and others have had an interest in the regulation of
blood flow to the extremeties [31] [32] [33]. This interest is driven, in part, by
conditions such as Raynaud’s syndrome and from construction/lumbering industries where the mechanical agitation of hands and digits are an integral comDOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2019.97039
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ponent of the work. In both clinical and environmental settings blood flow to
the digits can be affected by changes in temperature and vibration. These and
related findings have also prompted investigators to examine the influence of
work and environment on reactive hyperemia of the digits [34] [35] [36]. However, reactive hyperemia is only one important component of the local regulation of blood flow. Other components include, but are not limited to, pressure-flow autoregulation and exercise hyperemia (or active hyperemia).
Within 15 - 30 minutes after administration of 200 mg caffeine (orally) statistically significant peripheral vasoconstriction was observed in the toes of all experimental subjects in the current investigation. The vasoconstriction and accompanying elevations in peripheral vascular resistance and arterial perfusion
pressure, as well as reduced blood flow, intensified in the next 30 - 45 minutes.
These results are consistent with earlier experimental investigations from which
we have reported significant caffeine-mediated peripheral vasoconstrictor effects
in humans. In two of the three studies ([14], current report) we have observed
caffeine-mediated blockade of local blood flow-regulating mechanisms, i.e.
pressure-flow autoregulation [14] and reactive hyperemia (current report).
Even though we did not investigate physiological mechanisms in this experiment, it is both logical and reasonable to implicate the adenosine hypothesis and
caffeine’s interference with the vascular effects of adenosine as the cause of these
caffeine-mediated effects. Briefly, the adenosine hypothesis reveals that the local
release of adenosine during periods of tissue ischemia and hypoxia results in
the subsequent maintenance or improvement of blood flow to the affected tissues/organs [16] [17] [18] [24]-[30]. If the blood supply to an organ or tissue is
significantly reduced by vasoconstriction, then the organ/tissue is ischemic. If
adenosine cannot bind to its vascular receptors (due to caffeine blockade) then it
cannot restore blood flow.

4.2. Adenosine and Blood Flow
Before the vascular effects of nitric oxide (NO) were discovered [endothelial-derived relaxing factor, EDRF, Furchgott et al. [37] [15], adenosine’s ubiquitous role in regulating blood flow to the coronary and other vascular beds
[16]-[29] was firmly established (see [16] [20] [29]). With the intense interest in
NO of the past few decades, most investigators either do not know this about
adenosine or have chosen to ignore it. This does not negate the relevant physiological role adenosine still plays in controlling blood flow under physiological
and pathophysiological conditions [16]-[29].
Subsequent to the period, circa1963-1983 (initiation of the investigation and
establishment of adenosine’s physiological roles in the cardiovascular system),
exploitation of public ignorance by the caffeinated-products industry has increased near-exponentially. For example, today (2019) caffeine can be found
in: candy, chewing gum, energy drinks, frozen yogurt, ice cream, sodas, and
who-knows-what else. Before circa 1963 its primary consumption was in the form
of coffee, colas, chocolate and tea. As the caffeinated-products industry and othDOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2019.97039
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er businesses profit from public confusion and ignorance it becomes incumbent
on physiologists, pharmacologists and similarly-qualified life scientists to help
reveal the pharmacological, pathophysiological and toxicological effects of
caffeine and caffeinated products on the human body.
Mechanistically, one line of future investigation could be the pharmacological
construction of peripheral vascular adenosine dose-response curves in the absence and presence of caffeine. Similar studies can and should be done using
caffeine’s closest congeners theobromine, theophylline and related compounds
(e.g. aminophylline).

5. Limitations, Summary and Conclusions
In the current study, we did not monitor cardiovascular variables beyond sixty
minutes. Still, we know that caffeine and its byproducts are metabolized, washed
out and excreted in several hours depending on the individual and dose of
caffeine [3] [4]. Notwithstanding, sixty minutes is adequate time for caffeine to
demonstrate its previously-unreported, aphysiological_even pathophysiological_effects on the human cardiovascular system. These effects have been seen after consumption of hot coffee [13] [38], and with oral doses of the drug (tablet/capsule forms) ranging from 200 - 400 mg [14].
The drug of choice for the world’s adult population is caffeine. Locally, this
can be confirmed almost any week day on university campuses where food
trucks park near academic buildings and long lines of students wait to get their
morning/afternoon Joe. Similar observations can be made at building construction sites mid-morning, near-noon and early-afternoon as workers stop to get
their daily fixes of caffeine. Nonexperimental, even pseudoscientific analyses
have extolled the potential benefits of caffeine. Nonetheless, there has been a
paucity of experimental investigations by physiologists, pharmacologists and
toxicologists on the pathophysiological effects of the drug. In our experimental,
cardiovascular physiology laboratory, we have recently reported that caffeine
blocks digital pressure-flow autoregulation. Here we report caffeine’s ability to
attenuate digital reactive hyperemia. If caffeine blocks the regulation of blood
flow in fingers and toes, one must ask, what is caffeine doing in the cerebral, coronary, renal, and other more important vascular beds.
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